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75 YEARS

– 25 October 2010

Welcome to everyone, members past and present. This weekend is a celebration of tramping
and a chance to remember people, places and events connected with HTC. For some of you
it will be many years since you put on your boots and roamed the ranges but memories of
trips you took part in are undoubtedly still strong: the steep hills, the long descents, the
rivers that had to be negotiated, the hut at the end of a long day, unexpected food
successes or failures, rain, wind, snow, ice and sunshine, sometimes all at once! There have
been challenging trips over the last 75 years and also funny ones - occasionally even tragic
incidents. This gathering is an opportunity to remember them with friends who were there
and share them with others who were not.
In 1985 over a hundred people gathered to celebrate the club‟s fiftieth anniversary – the
Jubilee Toast referred to the enjoyment and good companionship that HTC had provided for
many people. This is what makes tramping clubs special and much of this weekend will be
an affirmation of the fellowship and fun which has continued for another 25 years. Despite
changes in tramping equipment, back country facilities and methods of transportation,
personal and social elements of the club remain its strength.
The organisers have worked mighty hard to make this weekend a success. Our secretary,
Graeme Hare, has been a hive of activity on his own and has done his best to contact as
many former members as possible. Lex Smith and
Lynette Blackburn have assisted him with the
planning as have Mike and Ros Lusk. Glenda
Hooper has put together this publication layout
with the support of her husband, Peter Berry and
long-term member, Susan Lopdell. Pam Turner, Liz
Pindar, Dave Harrington, Shirley Bathgate, Kay
Ward, Alan Berry and Owen Brown contributed
original material and helped with searching the
club archives for pictures and stories that give a
glimpse of the many facets of HTC.
Enjoy the weekend, talk yourselves hoarse with
“tall tales and true from the legendary past” and
wish Heretaunga Tramping Club many more years of outdoor pursuits.
Christine Hardie
President
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The Club Today
Since 1985, when the last article about the state of the club was written, there have been a
few changes. Today, twenty-five years later, there are 100 members of whom about 30 are
active on a regular basis so HTC is smaller in terms of numbers. The same pattern of
fortnightly meetings and alternate weekend/day trips is still usually followed with longer trips
on holiday weekends.
For the last five years a group of (mostly) retired members has run
additional trips every Wednesday, alternating between tramping
and cycling. These have proved to be very well patronised.
The number of huts administered is now three after Kaweka Hut
burned down in 2003. Howletts Hut still squats on top of the
Ruahine Range where the wind is a constant threat to the toilet
structure. Waikamaka Hut is in a pretty spot next to the stream and
Kiwi Saddle Hut is still a welcome destination after the walk along
the tops from 4100. The club accepts donations from users of these huts in lieu of the DoC
hut ticket system.
The club truck is a modern and reliable vehicle, an Isuzu (the second of this model) with
many comforts such as shoe racks, water heating, mattress storage, electric lights, boot
lockers, mobile phones and awnings. A set of personal locater beacons is owned by the club
to be used on all trips. Other gear such as clothing is no longer hired out to members
although there is a set of ice axes and crampons available.
The club‟s magazine, Pohokura, is still issued three times a year but it is now complemented
by a website www.htc.org.nz and the secretary also keeps in frequent contact with many
members via e-mail. HTC now has a laptop and projector which are used at meetings –
especially useful with maps and photos. The library is still there, however, with a good
collection of books and magazines for members to borrow.
Where to from here? Like many clubs throughout the country (not only tramping) there is a
dearth of younger people joining. This seems to be the age of the individual and, although
many young people are often in the outdoors, they do not go there with established clubs. It
is often noted that HTC has an aging member base and over the last few years there has
been much discussion about the future of our club and many like it. However, no answers or
solutions can reliably be given. Perhaps, in the future, tramping clubs will operate in a form
that we cannot envisage in order to meet the needs of people then. In the meantime HTC
will continue to meet, tramp and socialise as before.
The aim of this booklet is to remind you, mainly through photos, of your time in the Club,
the trips you went on, the people you tramped with and the fun times you had. The 50 th
Jubilee Pohokura gave a more formal historic record of the Club – and a copy of this is
included in the 75th Jubilee CD.
Happy Tramping to all.
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REMEMBER THESE UNSCHEDULED DEVIATIONS & NIGHTS OUT?


In the 1960s on the first day of a five-day trip in the then largely untracked Te Urewera
National Park the party became “geographically confused”. John Fiegler became wildly
excited at finding bootprints in the mud, at first thinking the party was back on track and
then realising that they were facing their own footprints going round in a circle. In the mist
and pelting rain Brian Smith, slouched like a rag doll with arms sagging at his sides and
water pouring off his parka cuffs (and no doubt down his neck), said in a forlorn little voice,
“And we won‟t even be missed for another five days!”



In the 1980s Russell Perry and party on a Mount Ruapehu trip had made an igloo near the
top. While navigating their way in a blizzard they came across another, identical, igloo and
realised that they had done a complete 360 degrees! They then got out the compass.....



In the 1980s on an Easter Trip in the Kaimanawa Range, Peter Berry managed to lead his
party of four for a whole day up a stream looking for the track up the hill to Boyd‟s before
he finally agreed with the mutinying crew that it was not in fact the Oamaru (it was Jap
Creek) so they returned downstream to find the Oamaru and then the track to Boyd‟s.



In the 1990s Peter Berry (again) merrily led his party through to Middle Stream and then up,
along, down and up Bomb-up, completing a beautiful circle much to the amusement of the
other party that was watching from a distance.



Again in the 1990s, this time in the Pureora Forest, going from Mount Pureora to Weraroa
with Susan Lopdell in front supported by Eddie Holmes and Dave Cormack the party
negotiated a windfall on the track and somehow managed to pass the same sign some thirty
minutes later.......



The night out on Hollowback Ridge in 1993. On reaching Dead Dog Hut the party decided
there was plenty of time to climb the 400 metres up onto Hollowback Ridge and return to
Herricks Hut down this ridge. Alas, the undergrowth was dense and the party slow so the
night was spent out with everyone perched on a narrow ledge until sunrise at which time a
rescue party had arrived to escort them out.



In 2001 (aptly on April Fools Day) Party B, after first visiting Don Juan and coming down the
Lotkow to the Lawrence Track, had difficulty finding the old Iron Spike Ridge track from the
Donald River to Lotkow. After several hours of bush bashing and with night drawing in, a
decision was made to retrace their steps and camp was set up on the banks of the Donald
River. They were picked up at Lawrence the next morning by Pan Pac‟s Dave Coe who took
them to the Kaweka Forest HQ where Eddie was waiting for them



And what about John Montgomerie and party‟s 2006 long night out on Te Iringa in the
snow? Once again Eddie came to the rescue walking in and meeting them at the trig and
returning them to the truck at 1.15 a.m.
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DO YOU REMEMBER THESE SPECIAL MOMENTS?


On the 1993 Bridge To Nowhere tramp when Kay pushed a dead possum nose-first under
the tent fly where Mr Lyn was crouched like old Scrooge over his cooker trying to stop
Christine from stealing his bacon. Mr Lyn shot
from the tent, rampaging like a maniac. He wasn‟t
quite sure who had introduced the possum into
his domain so he advanced on his suspects, Kay
and Christine, and rubbed their faces with the
corpse. They didn‟t flinch but Sue broke and ran
when he approached her to do the same. Mr Lyn
chased her across the field to where other
members‟ tents were standing, hurling the
possum around his head by its tail. As Sue ran
round and round the tents he swooped the
circling possum at any head that came near. Mike Bull took the opportunity to try and record
the incident from his tent doorway but, each time he was about to click, he had to duck as
the furry missile hurtled past with centrifugal force!



Five of us on a South Island trip parked the car down the road, gathered our sleeping bags
under our arms and sneaked across the field to doss down in a hay barn. In the early dawn
Gerald Edmonds fell over the turkeys who had also snuck in for shelter. With feathers and
squawks all over the paddock we raced off, tumbling over the road fence as the dogs
exploded and the house lights went on. We were still shaking miles later down the road
when we stopped to make breakfast.



On the Minehaha Track in Westland while at the night-time glow worm viewing, John Fiegler
heaved the large, bending-over backside in front of him head-first into the wet, muddy
bank. As the victim surfaced, using a few expletives, John realised it was not his cousin but
an unknown American tourist!



Pam on her first tramp with the club in 1959, was camped out with Doc Bathgate and
another new girl under the trees right beneath the pole for hanging deer carcasses at
Makahu Saddle Hut. She decided to cheer up the other new girl by telling stories about
possums coming out to play and swinging like gymnasts off the pole above their heads. The
snivels beside her got louder and louder until there was a bull-like roar from the Doc, “Pam,
for goodness sake, SHUT UP!” The hut emptied as others streamed out to see what murder
was being committed. Pam crawled right down into her sleeping bag vowing to NEVER talk
with anyone again or even go tramping! (However, the next day she was soon encouraged
by Janet Lloyd to continue to go out and enjoy everything that HTC had to offer).



During a trip in the Black Birch area a certain female member needed a pit stop. After
finding a discreet spot she was disturbed by the leader‟s voice indicating he could see her.
On checking whether or not this was true she gave a sudden squeal as her bare bottom
came in to contact with a nice bunch of ongaonga. This caused great hilarity.
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CLUB HUTS
WAIKAMAKA HUT: In the early 1930s there
was an obvious need for new huts in the local
ranges. The Department of Internal Affairs
offered to erect a hut at Weka Flat with
funding on a 50/50 basis. The club felt this
was too distant for an afternoon start so a
compromise was reached with a tussockcovered site at Waikamaka about 31/2 hours
from the road-end. In 1939 the site was
levelled and pegged and a thatched bivy built.
Its construction took place over many months
whenever manpower was available due to the
war. The hut was used frequently and
reportedly smoked very badly.
In 1966 the stream began to undermine the site and it was decided to rebuild with some of
the materials flown in by helicopter. In 1982-83 Randall Goldfinch and his helpers carried in
a potbelly stove, relined and repainted the hut. Today the hut is regularly maintained by
HTC and is a base for venturing further into the vast Ruahine catchment.
HOWLETTS HUT: Built by the Ruahine
Tramping Club with assistance from the
Manawatu and Heretaunga Tramping Clubs,
this hut was erected near the site that
Howlett, a rather eccentric botanist and
mountaineer, had already built on. The official
opening was held on November 25th, 1940
with five members of the HTC attending (Molly
Molineux, Clem Smith, Joan Lovell-Smith, Peg
Morris and June Budd).
By 1956 Ruahine TC became defunct and in 1978 Manawatu TC relinquished ownership of
the hut. Howletts became the property of HTC. Under the guidance of Randall Goldfinch, this
dingy eight-bunk hut was extended, rewalled and reroofed. A pot-belly stove was installed,
Maori bunks built and additional sleeping space located in an attic over the doorway.
Construction commenced in February 1979, with the materials flown in by helicopter. In May
of that year 32 members were present when the Club Patron, Janet Lloyd, officially opened
the hut from her sitting-room in Hastings via a
mountain radio link.
Over the years working parties have continued
to maintain this hut with a dormer, a small
deck and water tank installed. This hut is used
frequently by trampers and hunters.
KIWI SADDLE HUT: After the war HTC
decided there was a need for another hut in
the Kawekas and the present site was chosen
after
a
party
of
schoolboys
was
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verdue from a tramp in the Manson country. The site was selected in 1946 and, in 1947,
timber, malthoid, wire-netting, nails and rocks were carried to the hut site. Over the
following Labour Weekend the hut was constructed with bunks made from woolpacks but
with no chimney or windows - these were installed at a later date with iron added to the
roof and hut walls in 1948. The hut was enlarged with Maori bunks installed and porch
extended in 1962. Further improvements were made in the late 1960s to early 1970s.
1987-88: the present hut's construction began with working parties at Eddie Holmes' shed.
Prefabricated materials were flown to the hut site by the Department of Conservation and,
over three weekends, the hut was built. The cost of $6000 was met by the club with
donations from the Hastings and Napier Deerstalkers, Forest and Bird Protection Society and
past members of HTC. DOC also paid for the addition of the veranda.
The official opening was held over the weekend of 30th-31st January, 1988. Early HTC
members, John von Dadelzen, Peter Lattey, Nancy Tanner and June Budd were flown in to
join the celebrations along with 75 to 80 club members who tramped in the conventional
way. On the Sunday members demolished the old hut, a very sad occasion after 46 years of
giving shelter to many people. Many yarns were told whilst sitting around the open fire
waiting for the billy to boil.
KAWEKA HUT: Sadly, Kaweka Hut is no more. First built by club members in 1938 it
reigned for 65 years until being burned to the ground in 2003, the result of too much
firewood being piled onto an open fire by a couple of deerstalkers. From 1989 it was an
important safety checkpoint in the annual Kaweka Challenge. HTC wanted to replace the hut
but DoC was not supportive of the plan so it was abandoned and the site now has only the
chimney and the loo remaining.
One of the "special moments” from the 1985 HTC Golden Jubilee was on the jubilee tramp
to Kaweka Hut: Peter Lattey had designed the hut way back in 1938 but he had moved
away from Hawke's Bay before the building was completed and the Jubilee Tramp was the
first time he had seen the completed hut.
As was stated in the 50th Jubilee Pohokura, the forming of a road past The Lakes meant
that the hut was no longer used as much as it was now only a two-hour walk in. The advent
of HTC family tramps in the 1990s saw resurgence in use and an annual camp designed for
young club members to have their first experiences of overnight tramping was held for a
number of years at the hut. This was obviously something that had happened informally
over the years and, as Kim Bathgate mentioned in his tribute to Kaweka Hut in 2003, “My

first visit to the hut was in 1940 as a nine-year old. It will always remain in my affections as
part of what was a formative mountain experience.” Kim also made mention of the old
gramophone at the hut. "Whenever my father (Dr Bathgate) took us to the hut, playing the
old gramophone was mandatory: „Chloe‟ and „Only a Rose‟ during the day and „Harbour
Lights‟ in the evening as we watched the faint glow of the lights from Hastings and Napier.
When leaving, one of the records was played once more so that, as we walked down the
track, the voices of Nelson Eddy, Jeanette McDonald and others gradually faded with every
step.”
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MORE MOMENTS TO REMEMBER.


A couple of decades ago in the Urewera Mr Lyn had „something and peas‟ for dinner. In his
usual provocative manner, he flicked one of his peas at Eddie‟s back. Eddie was displaying
an expanse of “builder‟s breeks”. The pea flew in a perfect trajectory and slotted exactly
where it was aimed. However, he who laughs last laughs longest so they say. Eddie
retrieved the pea from its crevice and flicked it casually back. It too flew like one of Robin
Hood‟s arrows in a perfect arc…….right back into the plate of peas on Lyn‟s lap. With a roar
of laughter around the hut, Lyn shrugged his shoulders and admitted he had no idea which
pea was the one with the adventurous history, and so ate the lot!



In the 50‟s in the Big Hill area, leader Nancy Tanner called a halt for lunch which in those
days always included boiling the billy over an open fire for a mug of tea. The lads of the
party started a mud fight. The billy was almost bubbling............leader, Nancy Tanner,
roared, “STOP THAT!” just as a fistful of mud flew between (I think) Ken Tustin and Nigel
Thompson or maybe Graeme Hare. Plunk! The billy lay sizzling on its side, thick steam was
rising and the fire was almost out. The air went blue with Nancy telling everyone what she
thought of their actions. They were ordered to pack up and be content with a slurp of cold
water from the creek before heading home!



By Ngaawaparua Hut, after an evening of axe murderer tales, Christine spied Mr Lyn with a
bucket poised over his head, a torch in one hand and the hut axe in the other. He had
planned to sneak up on her and Sandie Dungan, and shine the torch under the bucket while
brandishing the axe and hoping they would scream with fright at the thought of the
legendary axe murderer coming back to life. However, for once, he had been outwitted.
Christine crept up behind and tapped him on the shoulder. To this day, she swears that he
left the ground, the axe and bucket went flying, and all element of surprise was gone. Clive
admitted that from his position as lookout he had seen Christine coming but didn‟t want to
make a noise by warning Lyn. Anyway, he was laughing too much to be of help to anyone.



The Ladies Group decided to liven up the club‟s progressive dinner by composing
and choreographing a special tribute for Stan Woon‟s 70th birthday. A routine
was created: the participants would be flappers who would sing a touching song
to the tune of Sweet Georgia Brown while vigorously performing a Charleston
dance. The night of the show was unforgettable. The HTC crowd had already
consumed a couple of courses and was a very receptive audience. Stan sat on a
chair at the front of the audience and received it all in the spirit intended
although he declined to join an encore performance!



The Club Knickers- beautifully crafted by Dianne Lawlor and resplendent in black
and gold appeared from time to time (much to their horror) in male
members‟ packs. Teaches them for leaving their packs unattended.
They eventually inadvertently ended up in another party‟s possession
and were never seen by us again
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MORE MEMORIES.
Do you remember the old Gestetner copier? Janet Lloyd was editor of the Pohokura for
many years and co-ordinated the printing. Her small team of helpers armed with piles of
papers, old clothes and aprons, would take over Ingram, Thompson & Berry‟s backroom.
Here some shuffled, cursed and wound the stubborn handle of the machine while others fed
in clean sheets of paper. Turn the handle too fast and the print would appear as blobby
chunks on the paper; too slow and it didn‟t print at all!! Hands and faces became
blackened, tempers frayed but, eventually, the team would reappear with neat pages of
printed documents. The stapling was done back at Lloyd‟s under the eye of an ever-watchful
Janet. The highlight of the evening would be the superb suppers that she provided. The
end-of-year dish of ice-cream and home-grown strawberries was always an absolute treat.
Lindsay Lloyd would sit in the corner, blue eyes twinkling and ever ready to share a joke. He
especially loved telling us of exploits in Egypt during WW2 when HTC members gathered to
hold “meetings” and giving “trip reports” of climbing sand dunes or trapping stray pigs that
could be butchered to supplement their meagre rations. They sat around the table according
to club seniority – regardless of their military rankings – with a metal replica of the HTC
Badge as the table centrepiece. This shield returned to Hawke‟s Bay with those who came
home.


Lindsay had carried the marble commemorative plaque to its site on the Cairn at Kaweka J
strapped to his old wooden pack frame - in through Kaweka Hut and on up to the tops in
atrocious weather, determined to have it on-site for the first memorial service. He later
joked how his “knees buckled under the weight” as he staggered up the shingle slide at the
back of the hut with Janet as support person, feeding him lumps of hot ginger!



I wonder who holds the record for attending the most Cairn Trips. There have been 62 of
them to date. Looking through a selection of Pohokuras it would appear that Owen Brown,
Jim Glass and Pam Turner would all be likely candidates. The Lewis/Turner family have had
representatives on nearly all of the cairn trips (42 of them consecutively) while the Hare and
Berry clans have also notched up many.



The Club has been fortunate to have had a number of enthusiastic overseas trampers who
spent time with us while on their big OE. More memorable ones in the last 30 or so years
were: 1975-76 Dutch hydrologist, Nils Borgesius (and his store of bawdy ballads); 1984-85,
Aussie‟s Noel and Claire Morano; 1987-88, Irish vet Maurice Kelly (who tended to all our
ailments with horse liniment); 1999-2000, British physio Karen Sargent (with her red hair
and famous blue silk pyjamas); 2006–08, Jean-Luc Vachon an occupational therapist from
Quebec (whose tramping time was somewhat curtailed because of a wee encounter with a
cliff while paragliding) and, finally, 2006 – 07, keen cyclists Brian and Hilary Hebron,
chemists from the UK.



And remember the topless female trampers on the 1988/89 South Island tramp, spied by
the late Brain Culpan but not by the aforementioned Maurice, as they sped around Lake
Rotoiti? In order to remedy the situation they did an elaborate detour off-track just so they
could walk past the young ladies a second time!
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e memories (continued)
Do you remember the club rock? An idea introduced to the club by Leo, it was passed from
person to person in whatever clandestine way could be achieved. Whenever we felt the
weight of a walk on our shoulders we wondered if the rock could possibly have been
sneaked in unawares. Who remembers Mr Lyn‟s face when he found it in his pack having
carted it most of the weekend! The greatest exponent of hiding the stone in a pack was its
originator, Graeme Lawlor, who had several victims on different trips, including Randall and
Christine.
On a raft trip down the Mohaka River that started near the track to Te Puia Hut, President
Stan had sensibly removed his false teeth before boarding his craft. However, a pretty
young lady appeared so he quickly retrieved them and put them in, only to lose them
forever in a deep pool on the voyage downstream.

George Lowe, climber and explorer, wrote to the President some years ago and
recalled his experiences with the Club.
For more than half of the Club‟s life you have been sending me the Pohokura – to Chile for
ten years and for longer to England – and I have read them all with a mixture of nostalgia,
pleasure and respect, especially respect for the healthy, hearty way the Club has gone on.
I joined, I think, at the end of 1945 or early ‟46 when Norman Elder was Club Captain,
Lindsey Lloyd returned from The War and Janet Lloyd began her long run as Editor of the
Pohokura; Nancy Tanner, Muriel Shaw (later married to my cousin, Sandy Lowe)……lots of
names jump into my memory: John MacIntyre, Josephine Goynour. I did a lot of good
tramps with George and Betty Couper who ran a grocery store and then went to the South
Island.
But the most memorable personality for me was Angus Russell who was possibly in his late
sixties and came out regularly: shorts, nearly always shirtless when walking, hairy chest,
close-cropped stubble on his head, full of quips and wise observations on nature, on life,
with surprising twists and revelations, wisdom on healthy eating and shrewd in his resting
and pacing himself.
My years of activity with HTC were and have been of enormous value to me, in keeping me
close to the spirit of tramping, of keeping disparate groups together, and keeping sight of
fun and pleasure of enjoying the wildness which is not wilderness, for in wildness is the
healthy hope for our urban world.
Sermon ended!
In dramas, the major one was the search for ten days in the Ruahines for a lost Oxford
aircraft which was flown by the one serving pilot who had fought in the Battle of Britain. The
RNZAF was certain that the plane could be found by air search. This built up into a big,
combined affair with police and HTC working very closely together. Norman Elder acted as
co-ordinator in Hastings and I went off with the land search groups. With a policeman and a
deer culler we eventually found it. Sadly, they had all died in the crash. The plane broke up
in the air and sprinkled wreckage over five miles – it fell among devilish deep, tough
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leatherwood! That was a landmark for the club as it won status with the police and the
armed forces which has gone on.

In 2003 the Club produced a “Pohokura Special Edition” to celebrate the 50th anniversary of
the climbing of Everest. An electronic copy of this is included in the 75th Jubilee CD.

TRUCKS AND TRANSPORT FIFTY YEARS AGO
Transport in the sixties was perhaps not as sophisticated as today: parties were large so
extra vehicles were often needed. The most regular of these extras was Pete Lewis‟ Kombi
and/or his blue and brown Volkswagens. He would bring the Napier crowd over to the Holt‟s
corner departure point as a matter of course and it was always surprising how many people
and packs would materialise from the Kombi when we reached any road-end. Sometimes
Pete would even double back with a vehicle so that transport was available at the end of a
non-circular tramp. The Kombi itself was a good tramper, often going up forestry roads or
forestry skids to save a few hundred yards walk.
On one occasion, however, the Kombi let Peter down. He was travelling through Jack
Nicholas‟s property with his new girlfriend in the centre of the bench seat. Determined to
show her how versatile the Kombi was he charged through a deep puddle on the track.
Alas, the air vent was open and the water from the puddle surged up over the windscreen,
through the air vent and “drowned” the girlfriend – who, as it transpired, did not have a
good sense of humour.
Another never-to-be-forgotten ride occurred on a return from a Kaimanawa trip when the
brakes had a problem. Pete drove back using gears and handbrake only across the Taupo
Road (considerably more rugged than it is today) and then delivered all the Napier trampers
to their homes. Scary!!
One road that could give problems was the Gentle Annie. On one tramp Trevor Plowman‟s
big car stuttered at a corner and gradually started to drift back downhill through the shingle
and dust. A lot of pushing was needed to correct that tendency. Another exciting time was
at Little‟s Clearing before the road went as far as Makahu. The snow-covered road surface
had frozen on one steep bend so we got out and cut steps with our ice axes for the truck!
The driver (possibly Phil Bayens) gradually coaxed the truck onwards and upwards until it
passed the icy bit and could get some grip again. A good warm-up as well as step-cutting
practice.
Before the truck was fully covered and well before it had a back to it we used a big green
tarpaulin for shelter; it had a few wee holes so when it was raining the fun was to try to
direct a puddle into a hole over someone who was trying to sleep. Disruptions usually
occurred.
Returning from a tree-cutting trip at National Park one weekend, we came home via the
Taihape Road. That was when we discovered that the truck was taller than the roof over the
petrol pumps at the garage where we stopped! Did we ever refuel at Taihape again? The
road home was very dusty – Annette Tremewan led us singing all the way with hankies over
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our mouths and occasional breathers under the tarp. We were all grey when we finally got
out; Annette‟s beautiful red-gold hair was white.
We moaned, sure, but we expected a little discomfort on HTC trips. Who would want to be a
soft townie instead!

MORE TRUCK MEMORIES.


Who remembers that dark and snowy night at Mangatepopo Hut as the old truck was loaded
up for the return trip to HB? Paul Frude suddenly felt the need for a last dash to the long
drop. As he sat he heard the motor start up so, grabbing his knickers about his knees, he
lunged for the doorway in time to see the tail lights disappearing down the road. In the
darkness and the rush we didn‟t miss him until well along the road. In those days the only
communication with the driver was to bash madly on the canopy and yell! No turning place
so we had to go almost to the main road before backtracking to retrieve him – a pathetic
looking chap alone in the snow but, thankfully, now with his trousers pulled up.



On returning from a trip to Cape Kidnappers (the one where Graeme
Hare was accosted and buried up to his neck in the sand in the
shape of a luscious mermaid with a seaweed necklace - he needed
help to extricate himself) we spied the stark-looking truck above the
cliffs. Later we found that the plywood half-canopy had blown into
the gully and smashed to pieces!



Remember these times in the truck with Liz on the Puketitiri Road?
Firstly, on a particularly bumpy section of road, her spare knickers
fell from above and enveloped Peter‟s B head, leaving him completely speechless. And on
another occasion, while sharing a mattress with Geoff Robby‟s pup, the pup was truck-sick
all over her sleeping bag and the truck had to come to a screeching halt....



Remember the progressive dinners in the 80s? All were in fancy dress and travelling
between venues in the truck which once developed a “flat tyre” outside the Hastings police
station.
Our Current Truck
Today‟s truck, a 1999 Isuzu, has
incorporated all the little
improvements that were made to the trucks over the years but
still retains the basic “togetherness” of members with the on
floor seating (but with mattresses now) inside the back of the
truck. Its canopy was built for the previous Isuzu after much hard work by Club members
under the direction of Eddie Holmes. An awning can be
attached to the canopy which is great for the extended trips
that we do at times. The current “truck mother”, Geoff
Clibborn, a keen motor vanner, has developed a number of
truck refinements such that we now have a “Clibbornette” (a
gas-fired adaptation of the old thermette principle), a
collapsible mattress airer, shoe rack and specific places for all
the paraphernalia that we now carry with us.
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1935
1938
1948
1951
1958
1960
1965
1971
1975
1976
1981
1982

-

1938
1948
1951
1958
1960
1965
1971
1975
1976
1981
1982
1985

1935
1936
1938
1940
1946
1947
1958
1959
1967
1973
1977
1979

-

1936
1938
1940
1946
1947
1958
1959
1967
1973
1977
1979
1984

1935
1936
1940
1941
1945
1948
1950
1955

-

1936
1940
1941
1945
1948
1950
1955
1956

1935
1946
1951
1955
1956
1959
1960
1963
1964
1968
1970
1971
1972

-

1946
1951
1955
1956
1959
1960
1963
1964
1968
1970
1971
1972
1974

OFFICE HOLDERS:
Dr David Bathgate
1985 Stan Craven
1987 Lindsay Lloyd
1991 Norm Elder
1992 Rex Chaplin
1993 Alan Berry
1995 Phil Bayens
1998 Maurie Taylor
2001 Keith Thomson
2005 Phil Bayens
2007 Trevor Plowman
2009 Geoff Robinson
SECRETARIES
G. Christie
1984 Lloyd Wilson
1985 Ron Craig
1985 Molly Molineux
1989 Nancy Tanner
1992 Ursula Greenwood
1993 Nancy Tanner
1994 Annette Tremewan
1996 Graeme Griffith
1998 Graham Thorp
1999 Dave Perry
2002 Les Hanger
TREASURERS
W. Rainbow
1956 Freddie Green
1958 Ailie Baird
1962 Janet Lloyd
1967 Noel Fendall
1970 Muriel. Shaw
1993 Helen Hill
1995 Peter Wood
1999 CLUB CAPTAINS
Norm Elder
1974 George Lowe
1976 Bob Woon
1979 Dereck Conway
1982 Phil Bayens
1983 Graeme Hare
1984 Maurie Taylor
1986 Nancy Tanner
1994 Peter Lewis
1996 Graham Thorp
1997 D. White
2005 Athol Mace
2007 Trevor Plowman

PRESIDENTS
1987
Russell Perry
1991
Stan Woon
1992
Dave Cormack
1993
Joy Stratford
1995
Lyn Gentry (Mr)
1998
Susan Lopdell
2001
Anne Cantrick
2005
Mike Lusk
2007
Glenda Hooper
2009
Alan Petersen
2010
Christine Hardie
1985
1985
1989
1992
1993
1994
1996
1998
1999
2002
2010

Russell Perry
Alva McAdam
Glenda Hooper
Kath Berry
Dianne Lawlor
Neil Mora
Craig Shaw
Christianna Stevens
Chris Waldron
Gloria Abraham
Graeme Hare

1958
1962
1967
1970
1993
1995
1999
2010

Alan Berry
Barbara Taylor
Kath Berry
M. McConnell
Jackie Smith
Dianne Lawlor
Glenda Hooper
Lex Smith

1976
1979
1982
1983
1984
1986
1994
1996
1997
2005
2007
2010

Peter Manning
Russell Perry
Randall Goldfinch
Eddie Holmes
Clive Thurston
Peter Berry
David Harrington
Eddie Holmes
David Harrington
Dave Heaps
Susan Lopdell
David Blake
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CLUB TRUCKS
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